CEO’s Report for August 30, 2021
Board of Trustees Meeting
•

BROAD & MAJOR TOPICS – UPDATE ON THE CHAIR’S PRIORITIES:
o GENERAL
▪ CEO UPDATE – Winter Storm Uri Learnings:
We are posting a document on our website today that includes our
considerations and views about needed operational improvements as
highlighted by Winter Storm Uri. The report uses the lenses of our
Flexible PathSM and our Guiding Pillars. (The “Post-Winter Storm Uri”
report is attached.)

▪

National Storm Update: Realizing that extreme weather events will
continue, and on behalf of all the employees of CPS Energy, I want to
extend our prayers and support to the citizens of Louisiana, particularly the
city of New Orleans. According to The Texas Energy Report, Hurricane Ida
has taken down “all 8 transmission lines into New Orleans.” Some sources
are reporting that it could take weeks for everyone to be back online. We
released 2 contractor crews (6 people) to help work the storm.

▪

Operational Readiness Matrix – DRAFT: We are proud to partner with the
City of San Antonio and SAWS to focus on making improvements to our
communication and coordination approach. We have drafted a basic
framework to begin using. We are looking for feedback from our partners
over the next 30-60 days.
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▪

The Committee on Emergency Preparedness (CEP) has transitioned to the
Municipal Utilities Committee (MUC): This Committee met officially for the
first-time last week. We understand that they will meet the last Tuesday
of every month. The focus of this month’s meeting included updates on
our Winter Storm Uri action plans and customer accounts.

▪

The Public Utility Commission (PUC) has published its proposal for
addressing winter preparation by generation and transmission operators:
We are assessing the general information that is available at this time.
Our team is monitoring these developments closely.

▪

The search for a new Trustee Continues: This is going well. There will be
a separate update during ITEM 14 by Committee Chair Kelley.

▪

Community Outreach:
o We had our first Flexible Path℠ Tele-Town Hall since Winter Storm Uri
on Thursday, August 12, 2021.
o On Saturday, August 28, 2021, we hosted an Assistance Fair at St.
Mary’s University. We estimate attendance was between 400-500
people.

ITEMS 6-9:
▪ We will preview our current funding drivers and spend priorities:
o The decision to come for a rate increase has not been formally made.
o Even so, CPS Energy has not had an increase in almost 8 years, and we
have had only 1 in close to 12 years.
o A rate increase request is currently on the horizon for this year.
o Today, you will hear preview presentations from most of our Senior
Chiefs that will provide some helpful context. More information is
forthcoming.
ITEM 10 PROCUEMENT PREVIEWS:
▪ Procurement Policy & Procedure Update: Relative to past requests, we
have proposed some document changes to align on our current direction to
include more diverse bidders in our procurement process.
▪ STEP: We provided a preview last month. Today, we will be requesting
approval that supports our energy efficiency, weatherization, and
conservation spend.
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▪ General – Increasing Material Procurement Pressures: Hurricane Ida is
expected to put additional pressure on an already tight supply chain
creating more challenges.
To date, while we have avoided significant stock-outs, that could
pause or stop work, the issues are mounting. We continue to
leverage relationships with our peer utilities to share items, when
possible, and we are expanding our delivery options to prevent a
work-stoppage due to critical components sitting in a warehouse
or on a dock for want of drivers.
ITEM 11 FlexPOWER BundleSM Update:
▪ We will share our progress to date.
ITEM 15 Financing Plan Update:
▪ We continue to work to keep our financing costs low and save our
customers money.
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